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Museum di
of controv
By WILL MAHAN
Staff Writer
On Monday, September 16th, Dennis Barrie, currentdirector of the Contemporary Arts Center (CAC)

of Cincinnati, will speak in the Russell House Ballroomon the First Amendment and the freedom of
expression.

Barrie is most noted for his involvement with a
controversial exhibition of photographs by John Mapplethorpeat his museum. The photographs were a

Hpart of a respective
collection entitled
"The PerfectMoment"that toured
the United States
in 1990. Thecollectionconsisted
of 175photographsbyMapplethorpe,seven of
which authorities
in Cincinnati
deemed to beobscenefor theirdepictionofhomoerolicacts and
semi-nude

Barrle children.
At the opening of the exhibition in Cincinnati on

April 7, 1990, uniformed officers moved those citizensinterested in viewing the exhibition out of the
museum, while the Cincinnati vice squad collected
evidence by videotaping and photographing the pictures.Criminal indictments were then issued against
Barrie and the CAC on charges of "pandering obscenB.O.A
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The trial that followed was notable because it w
believed to be the first instance an art gallery w

tried on obscenity charges. The prosecution attempt
to use the conservatism of the jury to its advanta^
Only the seven photographs in question were allowi
to be entered into evidence and shown to the juroi
Taken out of the context of the entire exhibili<
(which included such harmless subjects as celebriti
and flowers), the trial was the equivalent of passii
judgment on a book based on a single page.
On October 5, 1990, a jury took .two hours to a

quit Barrie and the museum of all charges. Ma
plcthorpe's exhibition, in spite of opposition from ti
conservative Citizens for Community Values, was

huge success during its run at the CAC, with a reco

80,000 visitors viewing the exhibition in the muscun

Barrie has received numerous awards during his c

reer, including the 1990 Hugh M. Hefner Fii
Amendment Award for his refusal to remove the e
hibilion in Cincinnati and the Post-Corbctt Award,
regional award for achievements in the arts.

Barrie received his master's degree in Americ
Cultural History from Oberlin College in 1970 and
Ph.D. in American Cultural History from Way
State Universtiy in 1983. Before his work at the CA
he served as the Midwest Area Director of the Aj
hives ol American Art/bmitnsonian institution.

The presentation, sponsored by the Carolina Pro
ram Union and paid for, in part, by Student Activiti
Fees, will begin at 7:30 p.m. and will include a que
tion and answer session. A reception will follow. A
mission to the program is $3 for USC students and J
for the general public.
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nickname of "The Singing Sailor."
5 In 1973, the Limeliters reformed
with Yarbrough's name preceding

jed for the the remainder of the group. Their
>1 for under- shows have since become highly
he San Ber- acclaimed with both Yarbrough
California, and the Limeliters playing indeYarbrough.pendently of each other on many
o fulfill his occasions,
ecoming a

construction This weekend, Columbia is be;.ing treated to both legends,
)at for five together again, and this show
ixico to the promises to be a noteworthy one.
merica. His The Limeliters' past shows have
man and a been described as "spectacular,"
the famous "outstanding" and "unequalled."
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